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Fire Safety Engineering, Second Edition: Design of StructuresButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
.Design methods based on the fire sections of the new Structural Eurocodes

.Worked calculations and examples clearly illustrate the effect of temperature rise and structural performance of structural elements

.Essential reading for Structural Engineers, Building Designers, Architects, Fire Engineers and Building Control...
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Photoshop Elements 13 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Make ordinary photos extraordinary with Photoshop Elements 13


	Whether you prefer to snap shots on your smartphone or never leave home without your DSLR, chances are you have way more photos than you ever dreamed possible. With the help of Photoshop Elements 13 All-in-One For Dummies, you can edit those photos and turn...
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Micromechanics of Composite Materials (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2012

	This book presents a broad exposition of analytical and numerical methods for modeling composite materials, laminates, polycrystals and other heterogeneous solids, with emphasis on connections between material properties and responses on several length scales, ranging from the nano and microscales to the macroscale.


	Many new...
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Convex Optimization with Computational Errors (Springer Optimization and Its Applications)Springer, 2020

	The book is devoted to the study of approximate solutions of optimization problems in the presence of computational errors. It contains a number of results on the convergence behavior of algorithms in a Hilbert space, which are known as important tools for solving optimization problems. The research presented in the book is the continuation...
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Using Patient-Friendly Composite Endpoints to Measure the Success of Acute Migraine Medications: 4th Annual Migraine Meeting, Budapest, October 2004: Proceedings (European Nephrology)Karger, 2005

	In 1999, my colleagues and I performed a study in 7

	hospitals in different regions throughout Spain where 305

	patients were questioned about their use of antimigraine

	medications [1] . The patients reported previous use of the

	following acute agents: analgesics (99%), nonsteroidal antiinfl

	ammatory drugs (NSAIDs, 69%),...
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Ceramic Matrix Composites: Fiber Reinforced Ceramics and their ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008


	Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) represent a relatively new class of quasiductile

	ceramic materials. They are characterized by carbon or ceramic fi bers embedded

	in ceramic matrices (oxide or non - oxide) with comparatively low bonding

	forces between the fi bers and the matrix. These weak intefaces, in combination

	with a porous...
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Barcodes for Mobile DevicesCambridge University Press, 2010

	From inventory management in stores to automotive part tracking in assembly plants, barcodes are one of the most prevalent automatic identification and data capture technologies. This book provides a complete introduction to barcodes for mobile devices, presenting the most relevant and up-to-date information previously unavailable elsewhere...
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Blender Master Class: A Hands-On Guide to Modeling, Sculpting, Materials, and RenderingNo Starch Press, 2013

	
		Blender is a powerful and free 3D graphics tool used by artists and designers worldwide. But even experienced designers can find it challenging to turn an idea into a polished piece.

		

		For those who have struggled to create professional quality projects in Blender, author Ben Simonds offers this peek inside his...
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CCNP: Building Cisco Multilayer Switched Networks Study Guide (642-811)Sybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Cisco’s Building Cisco Multilayer  Switched Networks (BCMSN) exam, 642-811. This Study Guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of key exam topics  
	Practical information on designing and implementing multilayer switched  networks  
	Hundreds of...
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Composites for Construction: Structural Design with FRP MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials have developed into economically and structurally viable construction materials for buildings and bridges over the last 20 years. FRP composite materials used in structural engineering typically consist of glass, carbon, or aramid fibers encased in a matrix of epoxy, polyester, vinylester, or...
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Data Visualization with JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2015

	
		You've got data to communicate. But what kind of visualization do you choose, how do you build it, and how do you ensure that it's up to the demands of the Web?

	
		In Data Visualization with JavaScript, you'll learn how to use JavaScript, HTML, and CSS to build the most practical visualizations for your...
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Foundation Blender CompositingFriends of Ed, 2009
Anyone who uses Blender needs this book. Blender users know that it can be used for modeling, animation, and rendering, but it can also be used as a fully functional compositing and post-production application. This book explores Blender's use as a compositing and post-production tool in the video and film production pipeline. In this book, you...
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